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If the Dark Matter consists of primordial black holes (PBHs), we show that gravitational lensing
of stars being monitored by NASA’s Kepler search for extra-solar planets can cause significant
numbers of detectable microlensing events. A search through the roughly 150,000 lightcurves would
result in large numbers of detectable events for PBHs in the mass range 5× 10−10M⊙ to 10−4M⊙.
Non-detection of these events would close almost two orders of magnitude of the mass window for
PBH dark matter. The microlensing rate is higher than previously noticed due to a combination of
the exceptional photometric precision of the Kepler mission and the increase in cross section due to
the large angular sizes of the relatively nearby Kepler field stars. We also present a new formalism
for calculating optical depth and microlensing rates in the presence of large finite-source effects.

PACS numbers: 95.75.De, 95.35.+x,98.35.Jk

INTRODUCTION

Primordial Black Holes (PBHs) have been considered
as a candidate for dark matter (DM) since the days of
Hawking[1, 2] and PBHs are recently re-emerging as ob-
jects of intense study[3–5]. PBHs can form from den-
sity perturbations at nearly any time during the early
Universe with masses typically peaked near the mass en-
closed in the particle horizon at that epoch. There have
been many ideas on how such perturbations could re-
sult, for example from specific types of inflation, phase
transitions in the Eary Universe, bubble collisions, do-
main walls, string loop collapse, etc. See, for example,
references[3, 5, 6] for reviews and many references. If
PBHs form early enough they can evade the Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis limits on baryons, satisfy CMB con-
straints, and make up the entirety of the dark matter.
Given the large number of theoretical ideas for their

formation, there is currently no one compelling mass
range for PBH DM. However, there has been extensive
experimental and theoretical work that has eliminated
most mass ranges, starting with mPBH > 10−18M⊙ [1, 2]
for PBHs to not have evaporated by today. Currently
most mass ranges from 10−18M⊙ to 1016M⊙ are ruled
out, with the exception being the five orders of magni-
tude between 10−13M⊙ < mPBH < 10−7M⊙, which we
call the PBH DM window. See references[3, 4] for recent
summaries of these constraints.
As we show below, microlensing of Kepler source stars

can detect or rule out PBH DM over a large fraction
of the PBH DM window. Thus, if the DM consists of
PBHs, the experiment we propose here has an excellent
chance of detecting it. Since gravitational microlensing is
sensitive to any massive compact halo object (MACHO)
a detection or limit would actually be more general than
just PBH DM.
The NASA Kepler satellite is a 1 m aperture telescope

with a 115 deg2 field-of-view in an Earth trailing helio-
centric orbit, which is currently taking photometric mea-
surements of around 150,000 stars every 30 minutes[7–9].
The telescope was launched in March 2009 and will point
at the same field (in the Cygnus-Lyra region of the sky)
for at least 3.5 years. The goal of the Kepler mission is to
find extra-solar planets via small decreases in stellar flux
due to rare planetary transits in front of the host star in
edge-on systems. Very precise photometry is required to
detect the tiny decrease in flux that an Earth size planet
causes during a transit.

While much of the data is still proprietary, in what
follows we analyze a small portion of it to investigate its
potential use in a microlensing experiment [10]. Look-
ing through a portion of this publicly available data we
see that Kepler source stars have V magnitudes between
roughly 10 and 16, have distances from the Earth be-
tween 0.9 and 3 kpc, have stellar radii, R∗, between
0.9R⊙ and 1.5R⊙ (for main sequence stars), or 5R⊙ <
R∗ < 20R⊙ (for giaint stars) and have photometric er-
rors per observation between 20ppm and 1000ppm (with
most between 300ppm and 1000pm).

MICROLENSING AND ANALYTIC ESTIMATE

Microlensing searches for low mass objects have been
performed and have returned significant limits on any
massive compact halo objects, including PBHs, that
might constitute the dark matter[11–14].

These microlensing surveys examined tens of millions
stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), which is at a
distance of 50 kpc, for periods of many years. Since the
naive microlensing optical depth increases with source
star distance and the total microlensing event rate is
proportional to the number of monitored stars times the
duration of the survey, it might be surprising that the
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many fewer Kepler lightcurves on much closer stars, can
provide stronger limits on low mass DM in certain mass
ranges than these surveys have.
As calculated below, this is due to several factors.

First, the extreme precision of the Kepler photometry
allows very small magnifications to be detected. Re-
quiring a sequence of 2-sigma or 3-sigma measurements
on a typical Kepler lightcurve allows a magnification
threshold of AT = 1.001 or lower to be set (magnifi-
cation, A ≡ Flux/ 〈Flux〉). Since detection is said to
occur whenever the magnification A > AT , the effec-
tive microlensing tube[15] is wider by a factor of uT =
[2AT (A

2
T − 1)−1/2 − 2]1/2 ∼ 6.

Here we are using notation[15, 17] in which the
Einstein ring radius (radius of image ring arising
from perfectly aligned source and lens) is rE =
0.0193

√

x(1− x)[(Ds/kpc)m9]
1/2R⊙, where m9 =

(m/10−9M⊙), is the mass of the PBH DM lens, Ds is
the source star distance, and x = Dl/Ds is the ratio
of the lens distance to source distance. We define the
standard microlensing “tube” as that volume along the
line-of-sight inside the Einstein ring, and define u to be
the transverse distance between the lens and the source
center in units of rE . The important parameter, uT , is
the “effective” radius of the microlensing tube in units
of rE in the point source limit; thus the usual standard
uT = 1 implies AT = 1.34.
The usual point source (PS) optical depth (total

number of PBHs inside the microlensing tube), τPS =
∫ 1

0 dxDsρ(x)πu
2
T r

2
E/m, where ρ(x) is the run of DM den-

sity along the line-of-sight (los), is thus larger than in the
standard case by a factor of u2

T .
However, just as important for low mass PBH mi-

crolensing is the fact that the effective microlensing tube
radius is not determined by the Einstein ring radius, but
by the radius of the source star due to finite-source ef-
fects. For very low mass PBHs, the Einstein ring ra-
dius is much smaller than the projected source star ra-
dius, xR∗, and uT in the formula for optical depth should
be replaced by uthresh which is the value of the source-
lens transverse separation that gives A = AT . The
quantity uthresh may be approximated by u∗ = xR∗/rE ,
though below we make a better approximation using the
finite-source lightcurve formulas from Witt & Mao[16].
For m ≈ 10−9M⊙ with x ≈ 0.5 and a typical Kepler
source star with R∗ = 1R⊙ and Ds = 1 kpc, we find
u∗ = 51.9, which gives an optical depth (and total event
rate) around 2,700 times larger than naively expected.
(See below for a more accurate estimate.) Similarly, the
usual statement that the optical depth is independent
of DM mass is not true in this case. Naively, a lower
mass means a narrower microlensing tube, but more DM
objects, effects that cancel each other out in the opti-
cal depth. For the case where all events are finite-source
events, lowering the mass does not change the tube ra-
dius, so the optical depth is roughly inversely propor-

tional to mass, increasing the sensitivity to much lower
mass DM objects. Likewise, the average event duration,
〈te〉, defined as the time for which the source star is mag-
nified aboveAT , is now roughly independent of mass, and
the total event rate, Γ = τ/ 〈te〉, now increases roughly
inversely with decreasing mass.

Unlike point-source microlensing, there is a limit to the
magnification possible from finite-source microlensing:
Amax =

√

1 + 4/u2
∗[16]. Thus for low mass PBHs, the

lightcurve jumps quickly from near A = 1 to A = Amax

and then stays roughly constant (actually following the
limb-darkening shape of the source star) as the small Ein-
stein ring transits the stellar limb, jumping back to near
A = 1 at the edge. See references[11, 16] for example
lightcurves, which are quite different from standard mi-
crolensing lightcurves. The very precise Kepler photom-
etry is what allows these low magnification finite-source
lightcurves to be detected. For a given AT , we use the
previous equation to find a cutoff, u∗max, such that a
microlensing event is observable whenever u is less than
u∗max = 2/

√

A2
T − 1.

The total optical depth and the total event rate in-
clude integrals along the los, but the limits to these in-
tegrals need modification when considering strong finite-
source effects. As x → 0, both the projected source star
radius, xR∗, and rE , go to zero. Their ratio, which
is u∗, also goes to zero as x → 0, while as x → 1,
rE → 0 and u∗ → ∞. Because of this last depen-
dence, Amax → 1 as x → 1, and so there is always
some limiting value of distance, xmax, where only ob-
jects that enter the tube with x < xmax give detectable
magnifications. We find xmax = 1/(1 + κ2), where
κ = 51.9(R∗/R⊙)/(u∗max

√

m9Ds/kpc). Thus the op-
tical depth integration limits above should be between
x = 0 and x = xmax, not between 0 and 1.
For the pure finite source case (u∗ ≫ uT ) and a con-

stant DM density, the above optical depth integral can
be easily performed. We find τFS ≈ π

3DsρR
2
∗xmax

3/m ≈
4.2 × 10−6xmax

3(R∗/R⊙)
2(Ds/kpc)/m9. For AT =

1.001, R∗ = 1R⊙, Ds = 1 kpc, and m9 = 1, we have
xmax = 0.426 and τFS = 3.2 × 10−7. To estimate the
total event rate in this case we can use the very approx-
imate formula from reference[17] or [15], replacing uT rE
with xmaxR∗. We find ΓPac−FS ≈ 2τFSvc/(πxmaxR∗) =
4.8 × 10−3 events/year/star. The corresponding aver-
age event duration is given by 〈te〉 = τ/Γ ≈ 0.59 hours.
This is a remarkably large event rate and if 150,000 stars
were followed it would result in a total of around 720
detectable events per year.

However, another complication is that for a microlens-
ing event to be detected, it must contain enough signifi-
cant measurements to be unlikely to occur by chance. For
example, given Kepler’s 30 minute cadence, monitoring
150,000 stars means about 2.6 billion flux measurements
per year. Assuming Gaussian errors, the probability of
finding 4 sequential measurements 3-sigma above average
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is such that less than one such instance will occur in 3.5
years of data. This requirement implies an event dura-
tion, te, the time for which A > AT , of at least 2.0 hours.
This means that we cannot use the total event rate Γ,
but must integrate the differential event rate dΓ

dte
over a

relevant range of event durations. This differential event
rate is given in Equation 17 of reference[15] for non-finite-
source events. In the limit of large u∗ this formula can be
used just by replacing uT with u∗ throughout. There are
also two simplifications to this formula due to the unique
position of the Kepler field. First, the Kepler field is
at galactic longitude and latitude (l, b) = (76.320, 13.50)
which places it just out of the plane of the Milky Way
disk, in almost the same direction in which the solar sys-
tem is moving[8]. The Kepler source stars, at distances of
1 to 3 kpc, are thus at nearly the same distance from the
Milky Way (MW) center as the Sun (8.5 kpc). Thus, un-
like the case for the LMC, there is no need to model the
halo density and one can just use the local dark matter
density ρ ≈ 0.3 GeVcm−3 = 7.9×10−3M⊙pc

−3 along the
entire los. Second, since the Kepler stars are in the di-
rection of solar motion and also orbiting the MW center,
there is no additional large transverse velocity of the Sun
or source to include. Thus Equation 17 of reference[15]
becomes

dΓ

dte
=

ρ

m
Dsv

2
c

∫ xmax

0

dxβ′2g(β′), (1)

where g(β′) =
∫ 1

0 dyy3/2(1 − y)−1/2e−β′y =
π
2 e

−β′/2[I0(β
′/2) − (1 + 1/β′)I1(β

′/2)], I0 and I1
are modified Bessel functions of the first kind,
β′ = 4r2Eu

2
thresh/(t

2
ev

2
c ), y = v2r/(β

′v2c ), vc ≈ 220
km/s, is the halo circular velocity, and we introduced
uthresh which stands for uT in the case of point source
lensing, u∗ in the case of pure finite-source lensing, and
below will be approximated as something in between for
the general case. For use later we note that g(0) = 3

8π,

and g(β′) ∼ 3
√
π

4 β′−5/2
for large values of β′.

NUMERICAL ESTIMATE

In order to make a reasonably accurate estimate of
the potential sensitivity of a search through the Kepler
lightcurve data we need to integrate Eq. 1 from te = tmin

to some reasonable upper limit. We also want to use re-
alistic distributions of Kepler star distances, radii, and
AT , and we want an approximation for uthresh that in-
terpolates accurately between uthresh ≈ uT at x near 0,
and uthresh ≈ u∗ at x near 1. Ideally, we would also in-
clude the effects of limb-darkening, but do not do this
here. We have done preliminary exploration of this effect
by creating limb-darkened finite-source lightcurves and
calculating uthresh for these, and we find this effect usu-
ally increases the detection rate by a moderate to small

amount depending upon the PBH mass, assumed detec-
tion threshold, and stellar parameters.
We looked at a subsample of around 5000 publicly

available third quarter Kepler lightcurves from the NASA
MAST website[10]. Besides the lightcurves of fluxes and
flux errors, we have for each star: the stellar radius, R∗,
Sloan r and g magnitudes, effective temperature, Teff ,
star position, extinction parameters AV and E(B − V ),
etc. We estimate the apparent visual magnitude, V =
g − 0.0026 − 0.533(g − r) [18], and the stellar distance
from Ds = 1.19×10−3R∗(Teff/T⊙)

2100.2(V−AV +B.C.)kpc,
where B.C. is the bolometric correction. Note that we
make a crude bolometric correction, using only the ef-
fective temperature and whether the source is a main
sequence or giant star[19], but we include it because it
slightly reduces the distances to the sources, thereby re-
ducing the expected detection rate, and we want our cal-
culation to be conservative.

To find AT for each source star, we calculated the aver-
age of the reported flux errors over 300 data points near
the middle of each lightcurve, and then estimated each
AT as one plus three times this average (for a 3-sigma
detection requirement). We also calculated the standard
deviation of the flux measurements over this portion of
the lightcurve and found reasonable agreement with the
average flux error. For our subsample of 5000 stars we
find 2 × 10−5 < AT − 1 < 3 × 10−3, with vast majority
having AT − 1 ≈ 0.001.

As noted above, the approximation, uthresh ≈ u∗
misses some events, since for nearby lenses the projected
source radius becomes smaller than the Einstein ring ra-
dius, and therefore uthresh should approach uT rather
than zero. To develop a better approximation, we numer-
ically calculated a large set of finite-source lightcurves us-
ing the formula fromWitt and Mao[16], and then for each
lightcurve calculated the actual value of uthresh (value
of lens-source transverse separation for which A > AT )
as a function of u∗/uT . We find that uthresh/uT is a
fairly universal function of u∗/uT , and therefore we can
calculate u∗ for each value of x and find uthresh using
this universal function. Our fit function is: uthresh ≈
uT (1 + .47(u∗/uT )

2), for u∗/uT < 0.75, uthresh ≈ u∗,
for u∗/uT > 4.5, and uthresh ≈ u∗/(

∑

i ci(u∗/uT )
i), with

c0 = 0.0971, c1 = 0.925, c2 = −0.384, c3 = 0.0723, and
c4 = −0.0051, for 0.75 < u∗/uT < 4.5. This approximate
uthresh differs from our numerically calculated values by
no more than 2.5% over the mass range we investigated.

We then numerically performed the 2-dimensional inte-
gral of Eq. 1 for various values of PBH mass, various S/N
requirements (e.g. four 3-sigma measurements or seven
2-sigma measurements). We summed the total number
of expected events over the 5000 stars and then scaled
those results to 3.5 years of observation of 150,000 stars,
assuming that 25% of these stars will be identified as
variable and not be useful[9]. That is we assume 390,000
star-years. Our results are given in Figure 1. In order
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to turn these results into the potential sensitivity of de-
tecting PBH dark matter, we calculated the 95% C.L. for
each PBH mass, assuming that no events were detected
and that there was no background. These potential lim-
its are shown in Figure 1, along with limits from earlier
experiments. The results from the two S/N requirements
mentioned above were similar so we plot only one.
We see from Figure 1 that we have the potential to de-

tect or rule out PBHs as the primary constituent of DM
over the mass range 5 × 10−10M⊙ < mPBH < 10−4M⊙
Current limits from the MACHO/EROS experiments[12]
are also shown as a dashed line. There are also limits
ruling out halo fractions, f > 1, from femtolensing of
gamma ray bursts (GRB)[20], but they run from about
10−16M⊙ < mPBH < 10−13M⊙, off to the left of Fig-
ure 1, and other limits from picolensing of GRBs ruling
out f < 4 from 4 × 10−13M⊙ < mPBH < 8 × 10−10M⊙,
are in our mass range, but too weak to be seen in our
plot. We see that a microlensing search for PBHs through
Kepler data has the potential to extend the mass sensi-
tivity by almost two orders of magnitude below the MA-
CHO/EROS limits which exclude DM masses down to
around 2 × 10−8M⊙. Note that commonly quoted (e.g.
[3]) limits from EROS alone[13] exclude masses down to
around 6 × 10−8M⊙ and are not as strong as the earlier
combined MACHO and EROS limits. There are no other
limits in the mass range just below 2 × 10−8M⊙, so the
capability of Kepler to search for these PBHs is unique.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this theoretical paper we suggest a method to de-
tect or rule out PBH DM over a large and unexplored
mass range. If nothing is detected the method has the
potential to rule out around 40% of the total remain-
ing mass range for PBH DM. Since microlensing depends
only upon lens mass and size, such an experiment would
detect or rule out any massive compact halo object dark
matter in the mass range described. If PBH DM was
discovered this way, the microlensing events would allow
excellent characterization of the DM. The finite-source
effect and rate dependence on source distance would give
information on the mass and velocity distributions, and
the nearness of the source stars would make parallax mea-
surements easier than in other microlensing experiments.
We note that this experiment could also detect or rule

out ultra-compact mini halo DM [21, 22], since these
would give rise to very similar microlensing signals (see
Figure 3 of [22]).
The next step is clearly to perform the analysis sug-

gested here, and we have begun this task using publicly
available Kepler data. This experiment requires deep un-
derstanding of the lightcurve data including instrumen-
tal effects. It requires a careful selection of microlensing
candidates and an accurate calculation of the efficiency

FIG. 1. Top panel: The expected number of events, Nexp (de-
fined as 4 sequential measurements with flux 3-sigma above
average) in 390,000 star-years of Kepler data. The thin hor-
izontal line shows Nexp = 3, the limit for a 95% C.L. if no
events are detected. Bottom panel: Potential 95% C.L. ex-
clusion of PBH dark matter. The area above the thick line
would be ruled out if no events were seen in 390,000 star-years.
Also shown as a thin dashed line is the limit from combined
MACHO/EROS LMC microlensing searches[12]. The thin
horizontal line shows a halo consisting entirely of PBHs with
local DM density ρ = 0.3GeVcm−3.

of that selection method, as well as an understanding of
false positives and background events. We note that Ke-
pler transit searches have already turned up many stel-
lar flares on M and K dwarfs[23] using selection criteria
similar to those used above, and our preliminary search
through the data has turned up both asymmetric stellar
flare events and microlensing-like candidates. It is clear
that a good method of distinguishing microlensing from
stellar flares will be needed. If some events are found
that are indistinguishable, then the potential limits of
Figure 1 will be weakened by a factor given by Poisson
confidence limit statistics[24]; for example, the limits in
the lower panel of Figure 1 should be shifted higher by a
factor of 1.6 if one non-distinguishable event is found, by
6.7 if 10 such events are found, etc. However, there are
some powerful discriminants against backgrounds. The
microlensing lightcurves should match a limb-darkened
finite source microlensing shape, be non-repeating, and
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if enough events are found the rates should exhibit the
strong dependence on distance and source radius pre-
dicted by our formulas.
Our analysis is over simplified and there is much to be

done to find actual limits, or, if detected, calculate the
PBH contribution to the DM. Our simple 4 contiguous 3-
sigma event definition needs to be replaced with selection
criteria that do not assume Gaussian noise, and that can
reliably remove instrumental effects, variable stars, and
flare events. Our treatment of limb darkening and source
star distance needs improvement and the effect of the
MW halo model should be considered.
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